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1. Introduction.
Let A" be a Hausdorff space. Denote by Cn(X)
the space of all i?n-valued, bounded, continuous functions on X, with
the usual supremum norm. If X is compact it is known that the closed
unit ball in C1(X) is the closed convex hull of its extreme points if
and only if X is totally disconnected
(see Goodner [2]). If A" is com-

pact, Phelps [6] has proved that the closed unit ball in C2(X) is the
closed convex hull of its extreme points. If X is compact metric Peck
[5] has proved that the closed unit ball in C2(X) is the convex hull
of its extreme points if and only if dim X—^1.
The proofs given by Phelps [6] and Peck [5] rely on measure
theory. We remove the measure-theoretic
aspects of their arguments
and obtain theorems valid for a broader class of spaces X, and, in
the case of the result of Peck, for arbitrary n. We prove:

Theorem
I. Let X be a Hausdorff space. The closed unit ball 0/
C2(X) is the closed convex hull 0/ its extreme points.
Theorem
the /ollowing

II. Let X be a normal Hausdorff
two statements are equivalent:

space. For n = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■

(i) dimAT^w-1,
(ii) the closed unit ball in Cn(X) is the convex hull 0/ its extreme
points.
The proof of Theorem
I is elementary.
Theorem
II depends on
some deep results of dimension theory. We remark that Theorem
I
is true with C2(X) replaced by C"(X) for any w^2. One can see this
by using the method of the proof of Lemma 2 to prove a modified
Lemma 1. If one replaces "2" by "n" in Lemma 1, one no longer has a
continuous
unit vector field on S"-1 to work with if n is odd. One
must therefore use the method of Lemma 2 to obtain / as a convex
combination
of four functions, instead of two functions, with the

desired properties. The proof of Theorem I (with "2" replaced
"n," w^2) then follows as before from this modified Lemma 1.

by

2. Notation and preliminaries. We let D" (respectively 5n_1) denote
the closed unit disc (respectively the unit sphere) in Rn. Let Nt(x)
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= {yERn\ \y— x\<e}.
All functions
considered
in this paper are
continuous.
The closed unit ball in Cn(X), denoted by U"iX), consists of those fEC"iX)
such that fiX) C-O". It is easy to see that the
set of extreme points of UniX), denoted by EniX), consists of those

fECniX)

such that/(A')C5"~1.

covering dimension.
We make use of the following

By dim A" we mean the Lebesgue
theorems

from dimension

theory.

Theorem
A. Let X be a normal space, dim X^n if and only if for
each closed subset C of X and each map f from C into Sn, f has an exten-

sion f* from X into 5".
Theorem
B. If X is a normal space, dim X^n —1, 1^5>0,
and
f maps X into Dn, then there exists a map g from X into Dn such that

gix) = /(*) */ |/0) | £ «, | gix) | =5 if \fix) | = 8.
The reader is referred to Dowker
[l] or Hemmingsen
[3] for
Theorem A. The reader is also referred to Nagata [4, Theorem III.2,
p. 53], for Theorem A in the special case X is metric.
Theorem
B follows rather easily from Theorem A. In fact, if /
maps X into Dn, define g as follows. Let 5JT1 (respectively
D") denote
the sphere (respectively
closed ball) of radius 5 about the origin in

R". Then f-'iDl) is closed in X and thus dim/-»(!>?) gw-1. Also,
/-'(■ST1) is closed in f-^DJ). Thus by Theorem A./l/-1^-1)
can be
extended to a map/* from/"HA") to ST1. Let
gix) =fix)

if |/(z)|

3. Proof of Theorem

^ S, gix) =f*ix)

I. We need an easy lemma.

Lemma 1. If f maps X to D2 and y^JiX)
0:2 |y| <1,

if |/(x) | ^ S.

then there exist g and h mapping

for some yED2 with
X to D2 —Ni_\v\(y)

such

thatf=\ig+h).
Proof.

Let v(x) he a continuous

unit vector

ENi-\y\(y) set gix) = hix) = fix). If/(x)G/V1_|„l(y)

field on 51. If fix)

set

gix) -/(*) + Hx)vifix) - y/\fix) -y\),

hix) =fix) - \ix)v(Jix) - y/\fix) -y\),
where X(x) = ((1- | y\ )2- |/(x) -y\ 2Y'2. Clearly f=Hg + h). A calculation shows g and h map X into D2 —Ni_\y\(y).
To prove Theorem
I let/ map X to D2 and let «>0 be given.

Let

/* be a map from X to D2-N,il,

Let

yo, ■ ■ • , ymED2

he a sequence

0) such that d(f, /*)ge.

of points

such
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= (0, 0), 0<d(yi, y0)<e, and d(yi+i, yt)<1 —\y{\, »=1, • • • , m —1.
Now apply Lemma

1, m times. First yiE/*(X).

where y2(£g(X)VJh(X).

Therefore/*

= i(g+h)

We then apply Lemma 1 to g and h to get

g = Kg* + h*), h = i(g** + h**)
KJg**(X)VJh**(X).
The
from X to S1 such that/*

4. Proof of Theorem

Lemma 2. I//EUn(X),

with

y3 E g*(X) U h*(X)

wth application
gives us 2m functions
= l/2m^giTheorem I is proved.

gi

II. We first prove a lemma.

n = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■, and 0^/(X)

then there exist

g, h, g*, h*EEn(X) such that/=(l/A)(g+h+g*+h*).
Proof. We remark that if
tangent vector field on Sn~1
that case we get /= %(g + h)
proceed as follows. Let a=

S"-1. LetD\
continuous
continuous

(n — 1) is odd there is a continuous unit
and the method of Lemma 1 works. In
with g, hEEn(X).
For arbitrary
n we
(0, ■ ■ ■ , 0, — 1) be the south pole of

= {(yi, • • • ,yn)ED"\yn^0}.

Let» = (oi, • • • ,v„) be a

field of unit tangent vectors on S"^1— {a}. Let X be a
map from Dn— {o} to [0, l] such that:

\(y) = 1 if -yn £ | y\ (1 - | yl2)1'2, \(y) = 0 if -yn = \y\.
Define
g'(x) =/(*)

+ \(f(x))(l

-

\/(x) \2Y'2v(/(x)/\/(x)

|)

if -/„(*) ^ |/(*)|.
g'(x) =/(*)

if-/»(*)

= |/(*)|.

h'(x) =/(*)

- X(/(x))(l -

h'(x) =/(*)

if-/„(*)

\/(x) \2Y'2v(/(x)/\f(x) I )
if -/»(*) * \/(x)\.

Clearly

g' and h' are continuous

= |/(*)|.
and/

= f (g'+h').

Further

I g'(x) | = |/(*) + X(/(*))(l -

\/(x) \2Y'2v(/(x)/\/(x)

= (|/(*) I2 + X(/(*))2(l This follows since/(x)

and v(/(x)/\/(x)\)

|)|

|/(*) I2))1'2S 1.
are orthogonal

and v(y)

is a unit vector. Thus g'(X) EDn. Similarly, h'(X) ED".
If -/„(x) = \/(x) I (1 - |/(x) |2)!'2 then X(/(x)) = 1 so the above argument gives \g'(x)\ = 1. If - fr(x) > \/(x)\(l - \/(x)\2yi2 then
vn(/(x)/\/(x)|)
g/(x). In fact if vn(/(x)/\/(x)\)
> \/(x)\ under the assumed condition on /n(x), obtain a contradiction
by using the fact
that the inner product of/(x) with v(/(x)/\/(x)
\) is zero and by estimating the first n — 1 terms and the last term of this inner product
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Therefore

using

Cauchy's

inequality

gJ ix) =/„(x)+X(/(x))(l

+ (l-|/(x)|2)1'2|/(x)|
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for the

first

n —1 terms.

- |/(x)|»)"«»,(/(*)/|/(x)|)

</n(x)-/„(x)=0.

Therefore

in

g/„0)
either

case

g'iX)DDn+ESn-\ Similarly, h'iX)DD\ESn~1.
To prove Lemma

2 one now applies the above process to the func-

tions —g' and —h' to get g' = %ig + h), h' = hig* + h*) with

giX) KJhiX)KJg*iX)KJh*iX)ES"-\
To prove Theorem II, suppose dim X-—n — 1. Theorem
there is a continuous function g* from X to Dn such that:

g*ix) =fix)

|g*0)|

if |/(x) | £1/3,

= 1/3

if |/(x) | = 1/3.

Put h* = 2f—g*. Clearly g*, h*EU"iX).
continuous

function

if | fc*0)| = 1/9,

| *(*) | = 1/9
Further,

As above, there exists a

h from X to D" such that:

AO) = h*ix)
Put g = 2f-h.

B implies

if | h*ix) | < 1/9.

Clearly g, hEU»iX), f=Hg+h),

and 0$hiX).

since:

I gO)- g*0)| = I Kx)- h*ix)| ^ 2/9
and \g*ix)\ £ 1/3 for all xGA it follows that OGg(A). We now apply
Lemma

2 to g and

& to obtain

/ as a convex

combination

of eight

elements of £"(A).
Conversely, suppose U"iX) is the convex hull of EniX). We want
to show dim X^n —1. By Theorem A, it suffices to show that for
any closed subset C of X and any map/ from C to Sn~1,f can be extended to a map g from X to 5n_1. Suppose / and C are given as
above. By Tietze's extension theorem / has an extension /* from X to

D", i.e. f*EU"iX).
By assumption there exist fi, ■ ■ ■, fkEEniX)
and ri, ■ • • , r^GT^ such that/* = ^r,/,-, ^2rt = l, andrh ■ ■ ■,rk = 0.
For i = \, ■ ■ ■, k, fiEE"iX)
so /< maps X to 5B_1. Further, if for
some xGC, and some j'G{l, • • • ■ k}, f(x)9^f3ix) then by the tri-

angle inequality l = |/(x)| = | 2Xft(*01 < £| >%/.'0)|= £r« = l.
Thus, for each jE \l, • • ■. k}, and each xEC,f(x)
/y. j —l> • ' ' , k, gives the desired
proved.

extension

of/

=f3ix). Thus each
and Theorem

II is

5. It is interesting
to note that we have actually proved that if
dim X =n — 1 any element of U"iX) is the convex combination
of
eight elements of E"(A). If (m— 1) is odd the number eight can be
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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replaced by four. It seems that one should be able to improve on these
numbers.
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